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This book outlines Bayesian statistical analysis in
great detail, from the development of a model
through the process of making statistical inference.
The key feature of this book is that it covers models
that are most commonly used in social science
research - including the linear regression model,
generalized linear models, hierarchical models, and
multivariate regression models - and it thoroughly
develops each real-data example in painstaking
detail.
ACCA Approved and valid for exams from 01 Sept
2017 up to 30 June 2018 - Becker's P1 Governance,
Risk and Ethics Study Text has been approved and
quality assured by the ACCA's examining team.
BPP Learning Media is an ACCA Approved Content
Provider. Our partnership with ACCA means that our
Study Texts, Practice & Revision Kits and iPass (for
CBE papers only) are subject to a thorough ACCA
examining team review. Our suite of study tools will
provide you with all the accurate and up-to-date
material you need for exam success.
"What underlying forces are responsible for the
observed patterns of variability, given a collection of
DNA sequences?" In approaching this question a
number of probability models are introduced and
anyalyzed.Throughout the book, the theory is
developed in close connection with data from more
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than 60 experimental studies that illustrate the use of
these results.
BPP Learning Media's status as official ACCA
Approved Learning Provider - Content means our
ACCA Study Texts and Practice & Revision Kits are
reviewed by the ACCA examining team. BPP
Learning Media products provide you with the exam
focussed material you need for exam success.
A haunting examination of groupthink and mass
hysteria in a rural community The place is Salem,
Massachusetts, in 1692, an enclave of rigid piety
huddled on the edge of a wilderness. Its inhabitants
believe unquestioningly in their own sanctity. But in
Arthur Miller's edgy masterpiece, that very belief will
have poisonous consequences when a vengeful
teenager accuses a rival of witchcraft—and then
when those accusations multiply to consume the
entire village. First produced in 1953, at a time when
America was convulsed by a new epidemic of witchhunting, The Crucible brilliantly explores the
threshold between individual guilt and mass hysteria,
personal spite and collective evil. It is a play that is
not only relentlessly suspenseful and vastly moving
but that compels readers to fathom their hearts and
consciences in ways that only the greatest theater
ever can. "A drama of emotional power and impact"
—New York Post
This book, first published in 2005, offers an
introduction to the application of algebraic statistics
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to computational biology.
This book explores the status quo of corporate
governance in banking and investor protection from
both theoretical and practical perspectives. Bringing
together original conclusions with a regional and
international focus, it provides a timely and
comprehensive overview of the effectiveness of
corporate governance in the financial sector and an
assessment of investor protection. It also includes a
number of examples and case studies to illustrate
the findings. The book compares corporate
governance in the banking and financial industries
before and after the financial crisis, and helps to
evaluate the effect of the recommendations and
regulations that have been developed in the interim.
LogiQL is a new state-of-the-art programming
language based on Datalog. It can be used to build
applications that combine transactional, analytical,
graph, probabilistic, and mathematical programming.
LogiQL makes it possible to build hybrid applications
that previously required multiple programming
languages and databases. In this first book to cover
LogiQL, the authors explain how to design,
implement, and query deductive databases using
this new programming language. LogiQL’s
declarative approach enables complex data
structures and business rules to be simply specified
and then automatically executed. It is especially
suited to business applications requiring complex
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rules to be implemented efficiently, for example
predictive analytics and supply chain optimization.
Suitable for both novices and experienced
developers, the book is written in easy-to-understand
language. It includes many examples and exercises
throughout to illustrate the main concepts and
consolidate understanding.
BPP Learning Media provides the widest range of
study materials of any CIMA publisher. Our
comprehensive printed materials highlight the areas
to focus on for your exams, and our e-Learning
products complement the syllabus to improve your
understanding.
Foundations in Accountancy (FIA) awards are entrylevel, core-skill focused qualifications from ACCA.
They provide flexible options for students and
employers, and as official ACCA Approved Learning
Provider - Content, BPP Learning Media's study
materials are tailored to the exams students will
take.
List of members in vols. 1-24, 38-54, 57.
Governments, business, international bodies and
local groups are turning to multi-stakeholder
processes to find practical ways forward. This book
explains how MSPs can be organized to deliver their
potential for successful resolution of complex issues
and for sustainable development. It includes detailed
examples and provides practical checklists,
explaining how to get beyond adversarial politics and
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achieve positive results.
Fraud has become a challenging phenomena
affecting economies worldwide. Anti-fraud measures
are an integral part of today’s management
practices and have found their way into business
education. Yet in developing countries these topics
have long been neglected and only limited research
has been conducted in this area. This book fills an
essential gap by analyzing the impact of fraud on
developing economies, describing successful antifraud methods and featuring cases that exemplify
the measures described. The book features
contributions by outstanding experts in the field and
is intended for academic readers with a special
interest in fraud research.
This groundbreaking work offers a first-of-its-kind
overview of legal informatics, the academic discipline
underlying the technological transformation and
economics of the legal industry. Edited by Daniel
Martin Katz, Ron Dolin, and Michael J. Bommarito,
and featuring contributions from more than two
dozen academic and industry experts, chapters
cover the history and principles of legal informatics
and background technical concepts – including
natural language processing and distributed ledger
technology. The volume also presents real-world
case studies that offer important insights into
document review, due diligence, compliance, case
prediction, billing, negotiation and settlement,
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contracting, patent management, legal research, and
online dispute resolution. Written for both technical
and non-technical readers, Legal Informatics is the
ideal resource for anyone interested in identifying,
understanding, and executing opportunities in this
exciting field.
The examining team reviewed P1 Practice & Revision Kit
provides invaluable guidance on how to approach the exam
and contains past ACCA exam questions for you to try. You
will learn what to expect on the test, how to analyse questions
and also be able to attempt additional questions prepared by
BPP Learning Media that reflect the scenarios and technical
questions you will find on the exam.
This textbook provides a unified and concise exploration of
undergraduate mathematics by approaching the subject
through its history. Readers will discover the rich tapestry of
ideas behind familiar topics from the undergraduate
curriculum, such as calculus, algebra, topology, and more.
Featuring historical episodes ranging from the Ancient Greeks
to Fermat and Descartes, this volume offers a glimpse into
the broader context in which these ideas developed,
revealing unexpected connections that make this ideal for a
senior capstone course. The presentation of previous
versions has been refined by omitting the less mainstream
topics and inserting new connecting material, allowing
instructors to cover the book in a one-semester course. This
condensed edition prioritizes succinctness and cohesiveness,
and there is a greater emphasis on visual clarity, featuring full
color images and high quality 3D models. As in previous
editions, a wide array of mathematical topics are covered,
from geometry to computation; however, biographical
sketches have been omitted. Mathematics and Its History: A
Concise Edition is an essential resource for courses or
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reading programs on the history of mathematics. Knowledge
of basic calculus, algebra, geometry, topology, and set theory
is assumed. From reviews of previous editions: “Mathematics
and Its History is a joy to read. The writing is clear, concise
and inviting. The style is very different from a traditional text. I
found myself picking it up to read at the expense of my usual
late evening thriller or detective novel.... The author has done
a wonderful job of tying together the dominant themes of
undergraduate mathematics.” Richard J. Wilders, MAA, on
the Third Edition "The book...is presented in a lively style
without unnecessary detail. It is very stimulating and will be
appreciated not only by students. Much attention is paid to
problems and to the development of mathematics before the
end of the nineteenth century.... This book brings to the nonspecialist interested in mathematics many interesting results.
It can be recommended for seminars and will be enjoyed by
the broad mathematical community." European Mathematical
Society, on the Second Edition
BPP Learning Media's status as official ACCA Approved
Learning Provider - Content means our DipIFR Study Texts
and Practice & Revision Kits are reviewed by the ACCA
examining team. BPP Learning Media products provide you
with the up-to-date material you need for exam success.
This newly expanded and updated second edition of the bestselling classic continues to take the "mystery" out of
designing algorithms, and analyzing their efficacy and
efficiency. Expanding on the first edition, the book now serves
as the primary textbook of choice for algorithm design
courses while maintaining its status as the premier practical
reference guide to algorithms for programmers, researchers,
and students. The reader-friendly Algorithm Design Manual
provides straightforward access to combinatorial algorithms
technology, stressing design over analysis. The first part,
Techniques, provides accessible instruction on methods for
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designing and analyzing computer algorithms. The second
part, Resources, is intended for browsing and reference, and
comprises the catalog of algorithmic resources,
implementations and an extensive bibliography. NEW to the
second edition: • Doubles the tutorial material and exercises
over the first edition • Provides full online support for
lecturers, and a completely updated and improved website
component with lecture slides, audio and video • Contains a
unique catalog identifying the 75 algorithmic problems that
arise most often in practice, leading the reader down the right
path to solve them • Includes several NEW "war stories"
relating experiences from real-world applications • Provides
up-to-date links leading to the very best algorithm
implementations available in C, C++, and Java
In the banking industry, inaccurate record keeping can
generate negative consequences. By developing solutions to
address such issues, financial reporting initiatives can be
optimized. Accountancy and the Changing Landscape of
Integrated Reporting is a pivotal reference source for the
latest research findings on the development of a framework
for integrated reporting within the accountancy profession.
Featuring extensive coverage on relevant areas such as
corporate social responsibility, financial performance, and
corporate reporting, this publication is an ideal resource for
academics, researchers, graduate-level students, and
professionals across the fields of management, economics,
and finance.

This book deals with the role of international
standards for corporate governance in the context of
corporate social responsibility. Based on the
fundamentals of moral theory, the book examines
governance and CSR in general, addressing
questions such as: IsPage
“good
governance” not
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affected by moral concerns? How do the principles
and practices of CSR standards adhere to or conflict
with insights from business ethics and moral theory?
To what extent do the standards and governance
models provide normative guidance? Do the
standards and governance guidelines provide an
adequate means of benchmarking and auditing? Are
these standards a help or a hindrance to stakeholder
engagement and transparency? The book provides
insightful and thought-provoking answers to these
and many other important questions concerning
CSR standards, and offers a valuable resource for
practitioners, academics and students at business
schools and other institutions.
Using real-world examples to thoroughly involves
readers with financial statements, Financial
Reporting and Analysis, 9e builds skills in analyzing
real financial reports through statements, exhibits,
and cases of actual companies. Emphasis is placed
on the analysis and interpretation of the end result of
financial reporting â€” financial statements.
The Association of Chartered Certified Accountants
(ACCA) is the global body for professional
accountants. With over 100 years of providing worldclass accounting and finance qualifications, the
ACCA has significantly raised its international profile
in recent years and now supports a BSc (Hons) in
Applied Accounting and an MBA.BPP Learning
Media is an ACCA Official Publisher. The P1
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Professional Accountant exam is based on the
themes of professionalism, responsibility and
accountability. The syllabus emphasises what is
important for a well-run organisation and illustrates
the factors underpinning professional behaviour by
accountants: * Corporate governance arrangements
should ensure that the organisation functions
smoothly and directors and managers are
accountable * Corporate governance requires sound
systems of internal control and risk management *
Accountants should think carefully about what their
ethical positions are and what views of society their
professional opinions support * Accountants and
businesses should be aware of the social and
environmental impacts their activities have.The
examiner-reviewed Study Text provides everything
you need to know for P1. It explains the theories
behind the key areas of corporate governance and
ethics, and demonstrates how the theories translate
into practice. The Text gives lots of examples of the
risks organisations face. It also shows how
businesses are coping with their wider social
responsibilities, which the examiner has highlighted
as very important. BPP Learning Media is the
publisher of choice for many ACCA students and
tuition providers worldwide. Join them and plug into
a world of expertise in ACCA exams.
BPP Learning Media is an ACCA approved content
provider. Our suite of study tools will provide you
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with all the accurate and up-to-date material you
need for exam success.
Foundations in Accountancy (FIA) awards are entrylevel, core-skill focused qualifications from ACCA.
They provide flexible options for students and
employers, and as an ACCA Approved Content
Provider, BPP Learning Media's suite of study tools
will provide you with all the accurate and up-to-date
material you need for exam success.
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